Procedure for setting height on motiontv
NOTE ONLY EXTENDED HEIGHT CAN BE PROGRAMMED.
RETRACTED HEIGHT IS ALWAYS BACK TO ZERO.
The following proceedure can only be done wiith the panel shown
in this diagram-Code:DP1V01-000006 (not with the remote
control).
Make sure the TV is at it's lowest position.
Press the "up" button once and let the TV move up.
When the TV reaches the desired height press the "down" button.
The TV will stop and the maximum height will now be set.
The system has now been programmed to rise to this height.
Use the remote control to operate the system from now on.
To re-set the maximum height again go through the above
proceedure.

Initialization of the DL4 parallel systems (only necessary if legs lose their positions-this is
recognized by the TV being able to lower but not raise again)

The system is initialized by pressing the " down" key once or twice and
holding it down until the TV run into end stop. Once it reaches this position
keep the "down" button pressed and the TV will then automatically run
approx. 5 mm out again hereafter slowly running in again. Only release the
"down" key when the movement has completely stopped.
If the key is released before the sequence is complete then the initialization
is interrupted and must be started again from the beginning.
It is sometimes necessary to press the "down" key twice to start the
initialization this is because the system can be in different modes when the
initialization starts.
If an error situation occurs at the end stop positions or the posts are
changed, then the controller has to be reset by pressing the "up" and "down"
keys simultaneously for a min. of 5 seconds, after which a new initialization
sequence can be run.
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